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President’s Message
From Spencer Wingfield

Bears are out! Don’t let this happen to you!

This happened to me while I was on vacation in early September. As you can see in the photo, I have a 12V
solar charger and a 3 positive wire fence, there are 2 grounding rods pounded all the way in to the ground, they
are about 5 feet apart. I also have a cellular camera that is off to the left just out of the photo, but somehow the
bear(-s?) figured out to wait until the camera malfunctioned to hit me. He destroyed 3 hives, and knocked over
without destroying 2 more. Seeing this damage is very disturbing and it took me a while to get over it. I
definitely felt that I failed my bees, my business. I take great lengths to ensure that all of my fences are charged
and working good, but obviously that was not enough here. The last photo I got from my cellular game camera
was on 9/5/22, and I got back to this bee yard on 9/15/22. The battery is fully functional in the solar charger and
was ticking away even having the hive obviously crushing and grounding out 2 of the positive wire strands.
When the ground dries up in these late summer/fall months, the contact from the bears pads onto the soil is not
as good at completing the circuit when the bear touches the positive wire. We did get some rain AFTER this
damage, so that should help here and everywhere around the county.
Lesson learned. While I have re-designed my current bear fence in my operation, this yard in Camptonville did
not get the modifications from the latest design. I have been alternating wire strands with a positive and a
negative wire, and running 4 wires. From the ground working up, I am doing a negative, positive, negative,
positive. This provides a way to complete the circuit when the bear tries to go through the fence, touching both
positive and negative. When I hit it, it is an audible yelp and memorable event. (a lot of the time I keep the
charger on while I’m working a yard and will inevitably brush my pant leg against the wires). If I take my shoes
off, and touch just a positive wire (trying to simulate what a bear would feel), the shock is not very impressive.

I hear it all the time, “I’ve been here XX amount of
years and I’ve never seen a bear”. There are no
circumstances in any of my apiaries that I would NOT
have a bear fence. I would strongly suggest that
everyone with bees make sure they give the bear
fencing a strong look over. Really it is a simple thing
to build and it can also be a simple thing to WAY
OVER THINK. I do not want to get into detail here
with how to build the fence, come to the meeting in
October and ask and I can draw a picture.

There are definitely nuances to building each fence
that will just not be known until you are actually
building it. I would add however, to not go too high on the fence, in my experience the bear is trying to dig his
way under it. These aren’t Elk, they won’t gracefully step over your top wire.
A morning check-in photo (left) from the cellular game Photo (right) of the same bear attack where the hives
camera showing no new damage, just a beautiful sunrise. actually survived. The hive that he managed to split
apart top and bottom boxes, I was able to drop a
queen in the bottom box because they had been
separated from their queen for at least a few days.
This wasn’t a total loss, but did cost me a $32 queen.

October 3rd Meeting – 7pm
The meeting will be held at the Vets Hall in Grass Valley. The meeting will again be “Hybrid” style, where
members have the option of attending an in-person gathering at the Vets Hall or using Zoom. As in the past, the
Zoom access info will be emailed to the membership prior to the meeting time, expected in the early afternoon
of the 3rd. The monthly raffle will also be held at the Vets Hall. If you’ve got something to donate for the
raffle relating to what we do, help the club out and bring it in. You’ll need to be present to participate in the
raffle.
Program:
Our very own Randy Oliver will be presenting, in person, “Randy's recent research on varroa management and
pollen subs”. As winter is approaching, we all want to prepare our bees for the best possible chance of survival
over this coming season. This will be a very important meeting to attend and learn from Randy how to best
accomplish that goal.
BIO for Randy Oliver:
Randy sees beekeeping through the eyes of a biologist. He’s kept bees for over 50 years, and with his sons, Eric

and Ian, run around 1500 hives in the California foothills for migratory pollination, also producing queens, nucs
and honey. He closely follows bee research, engages in it himself, and enjoys sharing what he’s learned with
others. To that end, Randy maintains a extensive website, ScientificBeekeeping.com, entirely relating to
beekeeping research, the results of that research and the basic principles of beekeeping. Randy gives permission
for use of all material on the website for educational purposes, so long as it is attributed to
ScientificBeekeeping.com. Additionally, Randy is a regular contributor to the American Bee Journal, where his
articles can usually be seen monthly.

Bee Bits
Submitted by Randy Oliver
Hallelujah – rain! What a difference a nice rainfall makes towards the end of a brutally-dry summer. It
breathes fresh life into Nature. This is the best thing that could happen for our bees. As the weather warmed
after the storms, we could feel the vibrant energy of the colonies as they re-initiated pollen foraging.
In Nevada County, it is normal for there to be a great reduction in incoming pollen in August, and the nurse
bees respond by cutting back on brood-rearing. You can observe that they reduce the amount of jelly fed to the
larvae, and practice “brood trimming” by cannibalizing eggs laid by the queen. The colonies of some strains of
bees may go completely broodless -- waiting for a pollen flow to resume in fall. For most recreational
beekeepers, this is nothing to be concerned about.
Rather than being concerned, realize that this is one of your best opportunities to control varroa, since most of
the mites will be forced out onto the adult bees, rather than “hiding” in the sealed brood. This creates a window
of opportunity to effectively control the mite population, since all treatments for varroa are most efficacious
against exposed mites.
Although the colony can’t grow its population while brood-rearing is curtailed, it also means that mites are also
unable to reproduce. Feeding pollen sub during August will favor the mites, since it will stimulate broodrearing, thus allowing the mites to increase their population. And even if you get the colony to rear more
workers, none of them will live long enough to become part of the winter cluster. It is only the workers reared
during late September and October that will transition into “winter bees.”
Thus, we almond pollinators, who get paid better for super-strong colonies in February, may wait until
September and October to feed pollen sub in order to ramp up colony strength. But we have different goals
than do most recreational beekeepers, whose goal is to avoid having their colony swarm in springtime.
Colonies going strong into winter tend to swarm in April (and sometimes as early as in February or March).
For the recreational beekeeper, it may be wiser to simply confirm that their colonies contain some large patches
of sealed brood in late September and October, which they often can do on the natural pollen flows. The
workers emerging from that sealed brood will form the winter cluster.
The thing to keep in mind is that the goals of commercial beekeepers may differ than those of recreational
beekeepers, so hobbyists need to be careful when evaluating management recommendations, and choose those
that fit their specific goals, rather than generic recommendations for commercial operators.
Happy beekeeping! Randy Oliver

CLASSIFIEDS
Honey Extraction House
A to Z Supply has a honey extraction house available
for rent. Equipment is provided and the room is heated
and there's lots of hot water for cleanup.
For more information: 530.273.6608

Treasurer’s Report
Submitted by Janet Brison
Treasurers Report – September 2022
Beginning Balance
Deposits
Sub total
Debits
Total Ok R/c 9/25/22

$5402.64
157.47
$5560.11
(154.47)
$5,405.64

The Nevada County Beekeepers Association is dedicated to
apiculture education and promotion of the art and science of
beekeeping among beekeepers, agriculturists, and the general public.
This is a “not for profit” organization. Donations are welcomed.

Meetings are held the first Monday of each month at 7 PM at the
Grass Valley Veteran’s Memorial Building at 255 South Auburn
Street in Grass Valley. All visitors are welcome. Use the back
entrance.

The newsletter is published monthly as a service to the membership.
Articles, recipes, commentary, and news items are welcomed and
encouraged. Contributions should be received by the 20th of the
Month to be included into the next issue. Submit to
garyg@newpress.com
Advertising space (3” by 2”) in this newsletter is usually available
and need not be bee-related. Advertising rates are $7 per year for
NCBA members and $16 per year for non-members.
Please email Janet Brisson at rubes@countryrubes.com
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